Yet, the tradition that considers Say as the origin of an English-inspired, supposedly 'liberal' anticolonialism fails to acknowledge the complexity of his position. Say's intellectual background was much wider than is usually assumed by historians of economic thought, since it included not only the sceptic tradition of the French eighteenth century but also the Protestant and republican influence of his Genevan background. 12 It has also remained unnoticed that his writings offer ambiguous views of the extra-European world;
several of his texts bear striking similarities with James Mill's defence of Britain's political 3 domination in India. 13 This article will therefore argue that Say's colonial thought was more ambiguous than is usually assumed since neither Steiner not Gainot has called into question the traditional view of Say as a staunch opponent of colonialism. It will also suggest a reassessment of his views towards colonies and the extra-European world. Through an examination of his economic writings as well as some of his lesser-known moral texts, it will trace out Say's intellectual evolution and attempt to account for the apparent contradiction formed by his parallel economic-based advocacy of independence for the colonies, and defence of European rule, most notably in India.
I.
In his study of Say's republican ideology, Richard Whatmore suggests that Say's economic ideas and overall vision were misinterpreted by his son after his death, so that his image became that of a disciple of Smith and Bentham, characterized by compassionless English industrialism and utilitarianism. Whatmore's point is certainly valid -Say's disciple Adolphe Blanqui, himself an advocate of free-trade, felt compelled to criticize Say's Englishlike 'cold-heartedness' in his history of political economy, written during the nationalist 1830s. 14 Yet Say's image as an Anglophile and enthusiastic advocate of all things British, however divorced from historical reality, is based on one genuinely accurate observation: Say was remarkably knowledgeable not only about the English and Scottish schools of political economy, but also about the British intellectual tradition as a whole and the country's social and political scene. As a young man, Say was sent to England by his father to serve as an apprentice to a merchant and observe English commercial affairs. He remained there for two 4 years, so that when he returned on the eve of the Revolution, he had acquired both a good knowledge of English, and a life-long respect for English industrialism. 15 In the late 1780s his interest in economic affairs led him to borrow the Wealth of Nations from his employer Etienne Clavière (future Minister of Finance), and then to purchase his own copy. 16 France had all spoken against the colonies by levelling economic, political or even moral criticisms. 23 But because Say's discussion of the colonial system was primarily developed in economic works, he heavily drew on his teachers in the field of political economy, namely Adam Smith and Turgot. As a consequence, his assessment of the colonies reflects that of most eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-century political economists: the colonial system, as it was organized by France and Britain, did not benefit the mother countries (or métropoles).
It must be underlined that, for Say as for Smith, the word 'colonies' brought together various schemes and models of establishment. 24 As both men were writing, 25 several colonial models co-existed: the model of the colonial plantation, virtually inseparable from a slaverybased economy, where imported black slaves often outnumbered the ruling white planters; the model of dependencies such as British India, where the colonizing minority ruled and administrated the native population; the model of European settlement, the main example of which was America, where large European immigration had pushed away or exterminated the indigenous people. Trading posts in North America or Asia constituted a fourth category, but primarily aimed at developing trade rather than establishing a political domination over the surrounding country.
In their economic discussions of the European overseas possessions, the criticism put forward by Smith and Say primarily aimed at monopolistic trade, and as a consequence focused on colonial plantations and dependencies. Throughout his life and in all his writings, Say constantly denied that France or England could ever financially benefit from a 6 monopolistic system of trade in the colonies. This belief drew heavily from Smith's Wealth of Nations, which offered a nuanced assessment of the benefits and drawbacks of colonial rule. 26 Smith notably explained how the 'mercantile' system organized a network of regulations controlling the trade of the métropole with its colonies, so as to ensure a commercial monopoly. For Smith this system had both positive consequences, in that it extended the size of the markets, and negative consequences that stemmed from the situation of monopoly. Not only were the advantages of monopoly relative rather than absolute (it 'gives a superiority to the country which enjoys it, rather by depressing the industry and produce of other countries, than by raising those of that particular country above what they would naturally rise to in the case of free trade'), 27 but even these advantages were cancelled out by the losses suffered in all other branches of trade, where the mother country did not hold a monopoly. 28 Smith's conclusion was that even though, in the particular case of Britain, the extension of the size of the markets still counterbalanced the negative effects of monopoly, the colonial system as organized by Great Britain was in essence economically inefficient. 29 Smith's monopolistic criticisms deeply influenced Say's Traité d'économie politique (1803). 30 In the first edition of the Traité, Say treats the colonial issue in a series of chapters (21 to 27) dedicated to an analysis of commerce. Chapters 28 and 29 conclude this analysis with a discussion of the colonies themselves. There Say radicalizes Smith's criticism of the colonial system. He takes up Smith's assertion that colonial taxes do not cover the expenses occasioned by the colonies, and adds that even the commercial gain is non-existent: the monopolistic trader makes a profit by selling products at a higher price in the colonies, and buying them at a lower price. But the colonial products are sold at their market price in the métropole, which means that the métropole gains nothing, and that only the trader benefits 7 from the situation of monopoly. 31 Say therefore concludes that colonial trade offers at best illusory advantages, and that it is more probably commercially harmful. 32 Say's assertion that the colonies, and in particular the plantation colonies, were a financial burden for the métropole was gradually reinforced in the subsequent editions of the Traité with the example of one of the most common colonial products, sugar. France heavily subsidized sugar culture in its West Indian colonies; yet sugar was more expensive for the French than for countries without colonies. In addition, the subsidies failed to keep the planters from accumulating more and more debt. 34 For Say, the planters' inextricable financial situation will 'naturally' lead to the end of the colonial system. Asking for more subsidies and tariffs would not save them from the 'forces of concurrency' either: 'More privileges will not save them. The nature of things is too powerful. With or without political turmoil, we will have to give up the old colonial system and yield to the influence of costs.' 35 Say concludes this analysis by pleading for a system of global free-trade, arguing that the 'mutual advantages, whether for the colonies or for the métropoles, all depend on the nature of things, and not at all on the political relations of dependency established between them'. 36 In other words, the political dependency of colonies is either economically irrelevant or, worse still, harmful; it is never an advantage. 37 Say puts forward as an example Mexico, which he sees as still remarkably backwards after three hundred years of Spanish domination. 38 As a consequence, Say recommends that the European métropoles grant all colonies their independence, since this process is unavoidable:
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As regards the colonies, we are just now starting to see what map of action is most favorable to us. The unavoidable progress of the enlightenment will do the rest. Those new nations will all successively become independent, and this will be for them the time of a true development. Only then will Europe enjoy all the advantages that could derive from its communication with them. 39 Like many contemporary advocates of free-trade, 40 he points out that 'the United States are much more profitable to England than when she was governing them'. 41 This allows him to draw a glowing picture of a world in which all colonies will become independent:
The true colonies of a commercial nation are the independent nations of all parts of the worlds. All commercial nations must wish for all of them to be independent, so that they all become more industrious and wealthier. Indeed the more populous and productive they are, the more opportunities there are for trade. These nations then become useful friends.
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The case of India England could still hold commerce with an independent India, and sell the Indians the exact same products. 45 Say concludes by extending his conclusions on India to all colonial dependencies (the case becomes clearer when the government cannot compensate the cost of administration by a commercial monopoly), and once again predicts the fall of the 'old' colonial system:
In the nineteenth century the old colonial system will fall apart everywhere. We will abandon our mad ambition to administrate countries located two, three or six thousand miles from us; when they are finally independent we will have profitable trade relations with them. 46 It therefore appears clearly that Say developed his economic criticism of colonies along the lines initially set up in the Wealth of Nations, and consequently put forward an uncompromising economic criticism of the system of colonial monopolies by analyzing both the French plantation colonies and British India. However, this was also true of other contemporary political economists now branded as 'imperialists': James Mill for instance argued against the commercial benefits of colonies in his pamphlet Commerce Defended (1808). It remains to be seen whether Say's criticism was, like Mill's, paralled by a strong disdain for the low place occupied by most extra-European people on the 'scale of civilizations'. 47 This requires turning to Say's moral assessment of extra-European societies.
II.
Say's Décade articles testify that his early intellectual references included Diderot, Montesquieu and Voltaire. It is therefore not surprising to find Say's first writings, and particularly his reviews of theatre plays, promote a general spirit of tolerance for extraEuropean people and societies. Thus, he commends an author 'for having dedicated his entire work to the defence of justice and humanity, which these unfortunate [black] people have often been deprived of', singles out the role of a 'negro' as 'full of sentiment, and very well played', praises a performance for its fair and accurate description of oriental society, celebrates French tolerance towards foreign customs, and even criticizes a play for its artificial Europeanization of Persian society. 48 This broadly positive attitude translated into more specific praise as he moved away from theatre reviews in order to publish more substantial articles between 1796 and 1798. Writing on the issue of travels and colonial attitudes, Say distinctly reproduced the philosophes' admiration for the antiquity and wisdom of eastern civilizations. In a review of a work recounting travels in China, he highlights, in typical Voltairian fashion, China's millenary history, as well as its technological and agricultural development, huge population and military potential. 49 In his description of Egypt during the Napoleonian campaign, he insists on 'the antiquity [of the pyramids], built 11 in the early ages of the world', as well as on 'the wisdom and magnificence of its kings'. 50 In other places he criticizes expansionist policies for being despotic and generally harmful. 51 It is however worth noticing that Say was not blind to the occasional partiality of the philosophes' praise for oriental societies. He suggests for instance that the truth about
Chinese civilization is to be found somewhere between Voltaire's praise and de Pauw's criticism:
It is so difficult to study [China] that one must distrust the assessment of the missionaries, who considered it from one point of view only. One must also distrust the praise of Voltaire as well as the satire of de Pauw, since they were both based on second-hand observations.
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In this relative dissociation from the philosophes' enthusiasm, Say shows he was a product of his time. New accounts of oriental societies, such as Volney's Voyage en Syrie et en Egypte, sought to offer a more balanced, non-romanticized view of oriental civilizations. Say's admiration for such accounts is illustrated by his frequent references to Volney's writings. 53 Both Volney and Say were also following the eighteenth-century tradition that refused to think in terms of biological hierarchies between men. Because he was convinced of the inherent equality of all races, and refused to think of civilization in terms of linear progress,
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Volney insisted on the importance of education. Say thus directly quotes a passage from Volney stating that the depraved morals of the Malmouks are to be attributed to their education and social environment:
They become ignorant and superstitious because of their upbringing, fierce because of murder, seditious because of political turmoil, treacherous because of plots, cowardly because of dissimulation, and corrupted because of debauchery. 55 Say similarly appraised men as being fundamentally social beings. In modern terms, he could be said to believe that all men were shaped by their 'culture'. It must here be noted, however, that the word 'culture' was not used in its modern anthropological sense of 'civilization and customs of a people' until the mid-nineteenth century (OED), and that Say instead uses it in the metaphorical sense of 'improvement'. He did believe, however, that
there was no such thing as a human being without morals (moeurs). 56 In doing so he followed the eighteenth-century currents of thought which refused to see members of pre-commercial groups as 'natural humans' still free from social characteristics. Instead they preferred to think in terms of differences of morals (in the French meaning of moeurs). In particular thinkers highly admired by Say, such as Diderot in France or the Scottish 'conjectural historians', 57 rejected the then popular idea of a 'natural man'. 58 The influence of their conceptions of human nature is reflected in Say, who refused Rousseau's portrayal of the savage state as the 'original', 'natural' state of man, 59 and ascribed social characteristics to 'savage' nations. Say thus writes that social laws exist in all countries and times. 60 Because 'the state of society is the state of nature', 'it is a mistake to look for the "type" of our species in the deserts of America'. 61 It is interesting that Say should have placed himself in this perspective, because the rejection of the 'natural man' has been argued to be the basis for Enlightenment anti-colonialism. 62 Indeed, in the Histoire philosophique Diderot bases his critique of colonialism upon the idea that all men are fundamentally social beings, which enables him to argue that Europeans had no right to export their obviously deficient morals or social and political systems. It must also be noted that as Say was writing for the Décade philosophique during the Revolution, the colonies were a controversial subject firstly because of the 1791 SaintDomingue rising, which led to the abolition of slavery in 1794, and secondly because of the brutal return both to slavery and to the old colonial policy that was imposed by the first Consul Bonaparte in 1802. As a consequence, Say's writings on the colonies were closely linked both to the issue of slavery and to the political climate in which it was debated. In Napoleon's efforts to regain control of Saint-Domingue reflected his adherence to many of the ideas of the Ancien Régime in matters of colonial policy. 66 His attitude towards the West Indian colonies has been accounted for by the influence of his acquaintances:
Napoleon mainly knew the colonies through the complaints of the slave-owning planters of the West Indies, and more particularly through his Martinique-born wife Joséphine. He also thought along the lines of the mercantilist system: French colonial products were necessary because they allowed France to dispense with exotic English products. This position is illustrated by the writings of Napoleon's minister Chaptal. In his De l'industrie française, published after the Restoration, he argued that Britain owed its prosperity to its colonies, and that France needed to expand further in order to compete with British commercial and political power. 67 In the Napoleonic era, the question of the colonies was not only highly political, but also a question patriotique.
As a consequence, Say's economic writings were soon considered subversive by the French regime. The Empire favored the supporters of slavery and slave trade, and consequently promoted a series of publications favoring colonial interests, as well as censored the efforts of the anti-colonialist and abolitionist party. 68 In its early years it was helped by a context ill-disposed to public sympathy for black slaves: the defeat of the French army in Saint-Domingue, as well as the widely advertised slaughters of white settlers, had damaged the abolitionist cause. In spite of difficulties of analysis linked to the influence of censorship and the uncertain authorship of some articles, recent scholarship has shown that Say was a leading actor in the Décade's opposition to Bonaparte's policy of return to the 'old' colonial system. 69 He went on defending the causes of colonial independence and 15 abolition until 1801, but had to tone down his writings after the Leclerc expedition, and stopped publishing after 1803.
Of course, Say was not alone in his opposition to the Napoleonian policy towards the colonies of plantation. It has in fact been argued that opposition to slavery was much more common in the Empire than what was suggested by the official propaganda. 70 In any case, it is because the issue of the colonies was intimately linked to that of slavery when Say economy, namely Steuart, Turgot, and Smith, were wrong to argue that slave labor was less profitable than free labor. 71 On the contrary he asserts that slave work is both less costly, and more productive than free work. 72 Yet he advocates the abolition of slavery, because 'it remains to be seen whether [the profits] reaped by a few individuals are worth allowing the most awful trade ever conducted -that of our fellow men'. 73 This advocacy is clearly grounded in a moral claim.
Because of the specific national context in which he was writing, Say linked the issue of colonization to that of slavery, which was ultimately resolved by a moral statement. His argument remained largely the same in the following editions of the Traité as well as in his other publications. 74 Of course some evolutions did occur -in particular Say became less and less convinced of the superior productivity of slave work; in the second edition of his Traité (1814) his position is already more nuanced, while the fifth edition (1826) marks his conviction that the system of the colonies, and therefore slavery, has ceased to be profitable even to the colonists. arguing that they unnecessarily inflated the military as well as put the mother country in danger, 79 Smith would have accepted a re-organized colonial system. 80 Bentham however, as he turned away from enlightened despotism and in favor of democracy, became fiercely critical of all colonies, as illustrated by his 1793 pamphlet Emancipate your Colonies! 81 Bentham continued holding the same position into the early 1820s, by which time he was trying to convince Spain to emancipate its colonies in the New World in Rid yourselves of Ultramaria. His arguments were both economic and political, as they included the fact that colonies were financially unsound and inefficient, that they exacted a tax on the poor of the mother country for the benefit of the wealthy, encouraged unnecessary growth of the state's military while leaving the country vulnerable, and were fuelled by illusory, misguided, and dangerous conceptions of honor and glory. 82 However, his arguments were also interwoven with moral appeals, particularly in Emancipate your colonies!: America. 84 Bentham and Say also seemed to be of one mind as to the question of the Spanish colonies' right to independence, which particularly preoccupied Bentham around that time.
Bentham shared with Say his concern about the Argentinean movement for independence in which their common friend Bernardino Rivadavia (later the first president of Argentina) was 18 involved. 85 Investigating this issue will therefore first require to explore in more detail the contemporary understanding of the word 'colony'.
III.

Although Say and
As the problem of the colonies was discussed throughout the eighteenth century, the classification of the various sorts of European overseas possessions was always an underlying 20 element in the debate. The distinction between inhabited and uninhabited lands in particular was seen as essential, and was the source of much disagreement between thinkers now often characterized as 'anti-colonialist'. 93 The distinction was important because it was the colonies' very purpose to be settled by European populations.
Most French writers in the late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century took the word 'colony' to have quite a specific meaning. 94 For most Encyclopédistes it merely implied the settling of a new land -the Encyclopédie thus defines 'colony' as 'the movement of a people, or a portion of a people, from one country to another'. 95 However, in suggesting this, Say was probably not imagining independent black countries, but rather independent colonies of white settlement. He believed that there remained plenty of uncultivated land available for European settlers in Africa. 108 As Say's use of the word 'colony' followed the common usage of the late eighteenth century, it was clearly understood by his contemporary readers as referring to white colonies of settlement only.
As previously mentioned, the economic criticisms put forward by Say mainly aimed at colonial plantations as well as at dependencies organized along a system of monopoly.
Conversely, Say puts forward a positive view of the colonies of settlement. In all the editions of the Traité between 1803 and 1841, 109 he opens his discussion on the colonies with a lengthy praise of the 'ancient' model of colonization. The first distinction underlined is that of the origins of the colonies: while ancient colonies were established by people forced to flee their native land (because of persecution or lack of land), modern colonies were never meant to be permanently settled by Europeans. They were established by travellers seeking quick and efficient ways to find wealth, and who would then go back to Europe in order to enjoy their new fortune. 110 Modern colonists are therefore not hindered by the desire to reputably establish themselves and their family in that land, and can introduce 'violent means of exploitation', among which slavery. Because ancient colonies were to be settled in a longterm perspective however, they were usually new lands with strong potential for development. They were chosen for their fertile land, their favorable climate and their strategic geographical position. Their development was rapid, not only because the settlers brought along civilization (i.e. practical and theoretical knowledge, work habits, tools), but also because they were not hindered by the necessity to share their profits with the landowner, nor by quantity of land. Say argues that settlers are quick to form financial capitals, because they are little drawn to luxury. 111 Such colonies give themselves unobtrusive, independent governments. Their economic development is quick and they often end up more prosperous than their mother country. That the name of 'ancient colonies' points at a particular system of colonization rather than at a particular historical time is illustrated by Say's understanding of the United States, which he ranks as belonging to the 'ancient' system, as they are 'what is nowadays most similar to the Greek colonies'. 112 Say's admiration for the 'ancient' model of settlement exemplified by the United States extends to his praise for the Quaker establishments in Pennsylvania. This owes primarily to the exemplary behavior of William Penn, the colony's founder:
The territory of Pennsylvania was bought from the savages by the illustrious Penn; it was an acquisition more noble and glorious than those achieved through mere conquest -an honest word, which usually refers to a thing that is not so. European 'colonies' of settlement in Africa; however it did not imply political domination.
Yet it must be underlined that Say was ready in some cases to implement a modern type of 'colonization' that implied political domination, as illustrated by his support for Napoleon's expedition in Egypt. expansionist patriotism was mandatory, and censorship remained ever-present. Yet in the following years Say never accepted to defend Napoleon's expansionism and colonial policy.
It is only in the specific case of Egypt, before the coup of 18 Brumaire, when Say still believed Napoleon to be a republican and the possible savior of the Revolution, that he defended his colonial ventures. 126 Say's enthusiasm for the Egyptian expedition is the direct consequence of his conviction that the republican principles of the Revolution should be spread in order to facilitate the process of civilization in non-European countries. 133 Say therefore changed his mind sometime between 1815 and 1824, from thinking that the independence of India was both highly probable and something to be hoped for, to thinking that India would and should remain British. It is possible that something -possibly the publication of James Mill's History of British India 134 -focused his attention on the fact that India was not a 'colony' in the strict sense of the word, but an old, populous country.
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His prediction that all colonies (meaning all colonies of settlement) would eventually become independent therefore did not apply to the case of India anymore. Significantly, the angle of his assessment also changed. In 1815 he predicted that England would eventually abandon its commercial and political advantages in India, because they were not in the interest of the 29 English. When he writes 'We will renounce our mad ambition to administrate countries located two, three or six thousand miles from us', 136 the pronoun 'we' refers to the English or the Europeans. The point of view has shifted by 1824; then Say speaks in terms of the interest of humanity as a whole ('in the interest of humankind'), as well as in terms of the interests of the Indians themselves, who benefit from the 'enlightened despotism' of the English. The idea of Indian independence can be conceived as both beneficent for the English economy, and harmful for the development of the Indians and therefore for humanity as a whole. 
